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SERRA IS A TOP RANKED MIDWEST VC
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THE SERRA VENTURES’ MANAGING PARTNERS HAVE 
OVER 30 YEARS OF STARTUP CEO EXPERIENCE
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Venture Capitalists who are serious about turning their firms into more than one-fund 

wonders may want to have their associates actually start and run a company for a year. 

Running a company is distinctly different from simply having operating experience — 
working in bus dev, sales or marketing. None of that can compare with being the CEO of 

a startup facing a rapidly diminishing bank account, your best engineer quitting, working 

until 10 pm and rushing to the airport and catching a redeye for a “Hail Mary” sale, with 

your board demanding you do it faster. 

Steve Blank, VC, Author, Entrepreneurial Guru 

Why VCs Should Be Startup CEOs First (StartupGrind, January 4, 2017) 

In venture capital, the best coaches are former players.



EXPERIENCED FUND MANAGEMENT TEAM
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‣  Core team has worked together for over a decade 

‣  Over 40 years of combined venture capital experience  

‣  Strong Midwest network 

‣  Experienced startup entrepreneurs 

‣  Previous experience with top tier management consulting firms

Tim Hoerr Dennis Beard Rob Schultz Steve Beck



MY HIGH TECH ENTREPRENEURIAL STORY
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Sourcegear 2000-2001 iCyt 2001-2009

Cbana Labs 2009-2014ImmuVen 2009-2011



ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL  
HIGH TECH LEADERSHIP
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Develop a capital 
funding plan

Execute strategically
Surround yourself with 

key advisors and 
strategic partners

Develop yourself as a 
leader

Offer a compelling 
solution to a large  

problem

Diligently do  
customer discovery

Develop a  
great team



OFFER A COMPELLING SOLUTION  
TO A LARGE PROBLEM
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OFFER A COMPELLING SOLUTION  
TO A LARGE PROBLEM
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mission:

vision:

values:

Form the business around a compelling, meaningful mission

Point the business toward an inspiring picture of the future

Embrace core values (integrity, excellence, innovation) that will 
define all interactions



DILIGENTLY DO CUSTOMER DISCOVERY
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DILIGENTLY DO CUSTOMER DISCOVERY
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develop

interact

iterate

determine

your value proposition: What distinctive offering are your bringing to the marketplace? 

with 50 to 100 potential customers to share your value proposition and receive  
their feedback 

and refine your Value Proposition and Business Model based on Customer Feedback 

the most likely Market Entry Point based on findings in Customer Discovery 



SELECTING THE RIGHT MARKET AND 
MARKET ENTRY POINTS
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technology

Universe of  
Applications & 

Customers

Possible Market Entry Points



DEVELOP A GREAT TEAM
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DEVELOP A GREAT TEAM
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building

create

communicate

know

a team of diverse strengths is essential: it will make or break you!

a Thank God It’s Monday culture — provide challenging work, recognize  
great performance, share the rewards

OPENLY and OFTEN!

that loving and serving people is at the heart of great leadership



DEVELOP A CAPITAL FUNDING PLAN
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DEVELOP A CAPITAL FUNDING PLAN
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diligently

develop

ceo

the heart

prepare a projection model for 2 to 3 years

a capital funding plan that identifies the type and likely sources of capital to fund your enterprise

must own the capital funding plan

must be worked non-stop, even when capital isn’t needed per sethe plan

of a good plan is GOOD STORYTELLING



EXECUTE STRATEGICALLY
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EXECUTE STRATEGICALLY
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hear

revisit

be

use

what your customers are saying and adjust strategy correspondingly 

your strategy frequently to examine what is working and what isn’t

as capital efficient as possible in the execution of strategy 

simple systems to measure quality and excellence in every aspect of the business



SURROUND YOURSELF WITH KEY ADVISORS 
AND STRATEGIC PARTNERS
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carefully

building

develop

accountability

selecting your investors, advisors and strategic partners is critical to your success

trust is essential too!

an open communication framework with each group

is hard - but will yield powerful results

SURROUND YOURSELF WITH KEY ADVISORS 
AND STRATEGIC PARTNERS
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DEVELOP YOURSELF AS A LEADER
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self-awareness

leading

taking risks

embracing

is the highest correlated attribute of successful leaders

by example - walking the talk - will inspire others to do their best

is necessary to propel the business forward

“failure” along the way, and responding with resilience, will make you a  
winner in the long run

DEVELOP YOURSELF AS A LEADER
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CONTACT INFORMATION
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Tim Hoerr 

tim@serraventures.com 

217.819.5201

mailto:tim@serraventures.com

